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Table Clothes for Ladies Range Day:
There are 3 table clothes of each of 7 groups colors for the 8’
long tables. 5 groups of 3 tables each are setup in the Club
House for lunch. 2 groups of 3 tables are setup out back.
Pickup bucket of table clothes. Steam / press tables clothes
slightly but don’t have to be perfect.
Inside: Setup up tables so 5 groups of 3 each fit in Club House
with 12 chairs down each side (4 per table) and none on ends.
Make sure people can walk around and between all for sitting
down and getting up. The evergreen, yellow, orange, silver and
bright blue go on the tables in the Club House. We usually have
4 sets perpendicular to front wall and one between them and
parallel to the back wall.
Put 2 sets of 3 8’ tables each out back. They will run parallel
to the back wall of building with walking space between even
when folks are seated. The Midnight blue and red table clothes
go on the 2 groups out back.
These can all be setup 10am Saturday morning of Ladies Range
Day. A mason jar goes into the middle of each table (21 jars)
with the mints in them.
After lunch at 1pm all table clothes spots get sprayed with
Shout. They are then rolled up and put in a laundry basket.
These are taken home and washed/dryed with like colors and
refolded and repacked into bucket.
They are then returned to
the Club House or to the LRD head.
This is the equivalent of about 8 hours worth of work. If you
take on the entire chore and record your hours make sure we get
them right. It’s the equivalent of 2 hours if you do all the
washing and drying also.
You may do the entire chore yourself or find someone to help you
with it. We just need names, membership #’s and times recorded
to give you correct credit.

